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tradition

dancing fishermen | Ngapali, Myanmar

sun and sea

paradisiac islands | Kyun Phi Lar, Myanmar

light constructions

wooden stilt houses | Inle Lake, Myanmar

MYANMAR
Also known as Burma, Myanmar is a
sovereign state in the region of Southeast
Asia. The Burmese culture is fascinating,
gentle and very spiritually alive.
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religion

sacred temples | Bagan, Myanmar
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Floating villas

Guestrooms & Suites

Dining

Gym

Spa

Swimming pool

Lounge areas

Diving and Fishing

Events

Cocktail bar

Kids area

High-end Boutiques

Sandy beach

Local flora and fauna

pyin sa island
A natural island in the Tanintharyi region,
in the South of the country is the selected
environment to provide relaxation and
renewal.
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lanterns
“Surrounded here, by such beauty
I cannot help, missing my lover...”
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pyin sa resort
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The project, located in the Southernmost part
of the island, consists of 3 main structures
that hold the main hospitality activities: the
HOTEL, the RESTAURANT, and the GYM & SPA.
These are connected by light weight, wooden
corridors that run over the water, extending
from one point of the beach to the other.
Along them, other functions develop, such as
a fishing and diving center, a boat clubhouse,
and a seaplane and ship base to manage
the arrivals from air and from water. Smaller
corridors branch from the main ones to access
each of the floating villas, providing privacy,
unique views, and a sense of total embedment
in the environment.

The resort is surrounded by a tropical
jungle of vegetation and unexplored lands
characteristic of Myanmar and its islands.
The structures are placed in the context with
care to reduce to a minimum the impact on
the natural environment. The materials used
(bamboo, wood and textiles) come from local
manufacturing and the light and permeable
structures blend in the landscape, free to be
covered by vegetation and confused with the
natural elements. Inspired by the FLOATING
LANTERNS of the Asian tradition, the villas
are quietly floating over the sea, lighting up
at night, like shining lanterns in the tropical
landscape.
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Main Building
- Reception
- Lounge area
- Event room

Restaurant
- Lobby Bar
- High-end Boutiques
- Rooms

Recreation center

- Beach bar
- Wine cellar
- Traditional cuisine
- View tower
- International cuisine - Outdoor dining
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- Gym and spa
- Sport facilities
- Kids area

Floating villas

Marina
- Fishing pier
- Promenade
- Boat clubhouse

- Outdoor pool
- Indoor pool
- Thermal baths

- Diving center
- Seaplane base
- Floating bar

- Living room
- Bedroom
- Bathroom

- Terrace
- Swimming pool
- Outdoor shower
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directly from the arrivals area (seaplane and
ships base). Its structure consists of a great
wine a central water
oval-shaped roof surrounding
cellar
garden. The roof provides filtered light to the
open space below it, and the central garden
completes the giant lobby with a touch of local
vegetation and the peaceful presence of water.

kids
area

lounge
area can be accesed
The main building, the HOTEL,

outdoor
swimming pool
andthe
sunbathe area
The main functions in this building are

reception, the lobby bar, the event room and
several high-end boutiques, the administrative
and service areas, and finally the different
lounge areas, distributed along the open
covered space.

Behind the water garden can be found a group
of guest rooms, type 4 and 5 (single and double
room respectively). All of these rooms face in
the front facade the sunny water garden and
enjoy in the back facade the rich vegetation of
the island, most of them through quiet terraces
placed almost in the middle of the jungle.
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squash
courts
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water garden
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e5
ble room

The restaurant structure, as the one of the
sports area, consists also of a permeable
roof to host the different functions under it.
The dining area holds a traditional cuisine
restaurant, a beach bar, a wine cellar and a view
point tower 25 meters over the sea level. to get
a fantastic view of the resort, its architecture
and the nature surrounding it.

restrooms
/room
cleaning service

ktail
a

by
nge

eption area

The sports area, in the far end of the wooden
corridor coming from the main building, hosts
recreational functions complementary to the
hospitality activity, such as a gym, a spa and
sauna room, locker rooms and showers, a
kids area, a squash court, a beach bar, and a
great swimming pool - indoors and outdoors-,
surrounded by lounge and sunbathing areas.

type 5
double room

rooms
m
ning service

by
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sunbathe area
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view point tower
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peace
“The mountains, the forests
The quivering buds
The trees caressing one another....”
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THE VILLAS
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type 1 & type 2

type 3

The floating villas are divided in four typologies.
The first and second type, with 160 m², hold
a main entrance from land or from sea, a
bedroom/living space and a bathroom/
wellness area. Both villas have outdoor lounge
spaces in the shape of a green garden in Type
2 or a swimming pool in Type 1.

VILLA TYPE
VILLA1TYPE
1
160m²

ground floor
ground floor

The typology number 3, with 250m², hosts a
separated living space, both a garden and a
swimming pool with bigger dimensions, and a
mezzanine in the first floor, for extra relaxation
and privacy.

VILLA TYPE
VILLA2TYPE
2
160m²

160m²

ground floor
ground floor

VILLA TYPE
VILLA3TYPE
3
230m²

160m²

ground floor
ground floor

230m²

VILLA TYPE
VILLA3TYPE
3
25m²
ﬁrst floorﬁrst floor

25m²

outdoor garden
outdoor garden

swimming
swimming
pool
pool

outdoor garden
outdoor garden

bedroom/wellness
bedroom/wellness

bathroom/wellness
bathroom/wellness

bathroom/wellness
bathroom/wellness

stairs/dressing
stairs/dressing
room
room

toilet

toilet

toilet

toilet

entrance entrance

entrance entrance

bedroom/bedroom/
living
living

bedroom/bedroom/
living
living

lounge area
lounge area

lounge area
lounge area

toilet

toilet

mezzanine
mezzanine

entrance entrance

living

living

lounge area
lounge area

swimming
swimming
pool
pool
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type 4
The typology number 4 is the biggest of
the villas. Inside, the spaces reach great
dimensions, and a second room is added in the
first floor, along with an internal balcony. The
swimming pool glazed walls add an exciting
feature to the lounge area. Finally the sunset
dining area right in the middle of the sea,
completes the floating experience.

bathroom/wellness

dining balcony

VILLA TYPE 4

250m²

VILLA TYPE 4

50m²

ground floor

ﬁrst floor

stairs/dressing room

swimming pool
lounge area

living

entrance

mezzanine
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toilet

bedroom 1

outdoor garden

bedroom 2/wellness
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quality space
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villas
type 1 (SR)
type 2 (SR)
type 3 (SR)
type 4 (DR)

hotel
reception area
administrative offices
hotel services
event room
high-end boutiques
lobby bar
lounge areas
accomodation
type 5 (SR)
type 6 (DR)

restaurant
traditional restaurant
wine cellar
beach bar
view point tower
outdoor dining
boutique
kitchen
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gym & spa
squash court
gym
spa
indoor pool
outdoor pool
lockers and showers
kids area
boutique
beach bar
lounge areas

3.950 m²
160 m²
160 m²
250 m²
300 m²

x5
x5
x7
x2

5.610 m²
470 m²
220 m²
350 m²
500 m²
430 m²
700 m²
1.770 m²
1.170 m²
80 m²
150 m²

x9
x3

1.480 m²
250 m²
160 m²
230 m²
100 m²
500 m²
120 m²
120 m²

3.640 m²
270 m²
260 m²
350 m²
220 m²
480 m²
280 m²
160 m²
160 m²
680 m²
780 m²
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floating lanterns
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RRC Studio Architects is a Milan based architectural firm founded in 1999 by Romolo
Calabrese.
It is active in many fields of architecture in its various scales, working in national and
international projects. Intervention areas concern masterplans, public spaces, public
buildings, housing, etc.
Currently RRC Studio is working on different real estate developments in the Middle
East and in Southeast Asia. In particular the office is planning large-scale multipurpose
interventions with services, commercial and residential functions.
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